
Stock accounting and Management accounting

This document is only used during training in Monitor G5. The work flow described may not be
exactly like the processes used in your company, so you’ll need to take notes that can be used
later in your company’s internal work flow descriptions. For detailed information on the
different terms and areas described during the training, you can read the online help function
for the procedures in question. To access the online help function, press on the toolbar or

press Shift + F1 in the procedure. You can also open the online help function for a certain
section or box, for example, by pressing F1 in the procedure.

Here it is described how stock accounting and management accounting works in Monitor G5. Please
note that Management accounting is an option in Monitor G5.

Stock accounting
Stock accounting is a standard feature in Monitor G5 used to continuously post all stock transactions in
the company. This way the stock value in the Stock module matches the recorded value in the
Accounting module. Changes in stock which are due to changed standard prices, direct stock reporting,
stock count differences, nonconformities (cases), etc. will automatically be posted and give a better
understanding of changes in stock and the company's gross profit margin in the income statement.

By using posting on cost center, cost unit, etc. the stock accounting also provides opportunity to give
information about changes in stock on a more detailed level, for example per product group. This is
possible since you can configure conditions for the posting (account and dimensions) via the stock
accounting. These conditions can refer to a large number of terms for parts, customers, suppliers, and
orders, such as product group, part code, order type, warehouse, etc.

In brief, the Stock accounting offers the following advantages:

Stock values integrated with a stock account in the accounting, and does not have to be
recorded manually.

In-depth information about the cause of stock changes in the income statement. Without stock
accounting, then the entire change in stock will manually be recorded "in a lump" once a month.

By the use of dimension posting, it provides additional information about change in stock on
product level.

At present, the stock accounting does not support FIFO management of stock. It is instead based on
posting of stock transactions at standard price (or calculation parts of standard prices).
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Tip! You should decide on work method together with your consultant from Monitor ERP
System AB.

Management accounting
Management accounting is an option in Monitor G5, used to complement the stock accounting. Here
all transactions for manufacturing orders (WIP value) in the system are continuously posted. These
postings concern processing, subcontracting, and calculation differences.

With the management accounting it is also possible to record the invoicing log. This can be posted as
standard in the regular invoice journal, but with Management accounting there is greater ability to
determine the posting on multiple terms, while you can also record Cost of goods sold (COGS)
distributed per calculation section.

In brief, the Management accounting offers the following advantages:

WIP value integrated with WIP account in the accounting, and does not have to be manually
recorded.

The worked hours on a manufacturing order will be booked in the income statement and
provides a good financial follow-up for example made per department and per cost factor.

Calculation differences on manufacturing order are posted, and can be followed-up on, e.g. per
product, or down to order level.

Cost of goods sold can be booked divided per calculation section, and can be conditioned for
more terms than customer group/product group.
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Posted transactions
Below you find a schematic illustration of the reporting flow and the transactions posted in stock
accounting and management accounting. The transactions highlighted in green are posted in the stock
accounting. The Stock accounting is included as standard in MONITOR. Transactions marked with red
color require the option Management accounting. Gray arrows are posted in the regular invoice
journals in the system. For the green and red transactions you have to register posting methods.

An example regarding how the above reporting flow might take place is found in the section Example of
posting of reporting flow.

Procedures
The Stock accounting and Management accounting means that the following procedure are added in
the Accounting module:

Register posting method

Posting method list

Posting of logs

Search stock accounting/Search management accounting

Print log journal

If Management accounting is installed in the system, additional functionality is available in the above
procedures.
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Method used for posting of flow
The posting is made based on different logs in the system. In the Stock accounting, all stock
transactions are posted. The posting is made based on these logs:

Stock transaction log (stock transactions)

Price change log (adjusting stock value/WIP value due to new standard prices)

When using Management accounting, posting can also be made based on these logs:

Manufacturing order log (work and subcontract on manufacturing orders)

Invoicing log (Cost of goods sold (COGS) and income).

In addition to the logs mentioned above, the following is also posted:

Calculation differences (calculation differences on final reported manufacturing orders)

In the image below, you see how the system posts and records different events. Please note!
Management accounting is required for the events highlighted in red.

The posting is not made in real time in connection with the reporting but is instead made regularly via a
built-in scheduling function. Also the transfer of log journals and their posting to the accounting, can be
made automatically via the built-in scheduling function. The scheduling can be set to take place at a
specific time or by using fixed intervals (for example every sixth hour or after 10.00 PM each day).

By using posting methods, you predetermine how different transaction types should be posted. This
applies to accounts and dimensions, but also to the value on the transactions. The posting methods can
also be determined by using other terms. This way you have complete flexibility of how the posting
should be made based on different terms such as warehouses, product groups, order types, etc.

Voucher date on the transactions will be set to the same as the Actual reporting date. For example if
you report an arrival today but the actual arrival date was yesterday, then you can enter yesterday as
Actual arrival date in the Report arrival procedure. The Management accounting will record this by
using yesterday's date as voucher date, even though the reporting was made today. In the previous
generation of MONITOR, G4, the events were always recorded based on the log date.

The logs on which the postings are based can be seen in the following procedures:
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Stock transaction log

Price change log

Manufacturing order log

Invoicing log

The stock transaction log, price change log, and invoicing log can also be displayed per part in the Part
register procedure.

Startup settings
Before you can start using the Stock accounting and/or Management accounting, you must configure
some settings in the system.

Please note! All startup settings and posting methods should be configured together with a
consultant.

Voucher number series/Journals
In this procedure you register voucher number series for the journals which concern the Stock
accounting, that is, voucher number series for Stock transaction journals and Price change journals.

If the option Management accounting is used, you also have to register voucher number series for
Manufacturing order journal, Calculation difference journal, and possibly also for Invoicing journal (if
COGS is recorded using posting method and not in the regular customer invoice journal).

Please note! In the lower box you link each voucher number series and enter Yes as setting
under Integration.

In the above example Management accounting is used, but COGS is recorded in the regular customer
invoice journal in the Sales module.

Please note! The journal for Direct stock reporting should not be used if you post stock
transactions using the Stock accounting. It should be set to No in the Integration column.
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System settings
There is also a number of system settings for the Stock accounting and Management accounting. You
find these settings collected under the headingManagement accounting, under the Accounting tab in
the System settings procedure.

Read more about each system setting in the topicManagement accounting in the online help function
for the System settings.

Under the Purchase tab you find a few of system settings concerning posting of price differences when
final recording supplier invoice linked to purchase order:

Activate posting of price difference and enter price alternative for this. The recommended option is
Standard price at arrival.

Read more about the these system settings in the topic Accounts payables in the online help function
for the System settings procedure.

Under the Stock tab you need to review the following system settings:

The above system setting is applicable when the option Management accounting is used. Normally, this
should be set to Started.

Read more about the above system setting in the topic Part in the online help function for the System
settings procedure.

The above system setting should be set to Cause and posting if it should be possible to enter a posting
in connection with reporting of direct stock reporting.

Do not use the journal for direct stock reporting if you have configured this system setting to Cause and
posting.
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Read more about the above system setting in the topic Direct stock reporting in the online help
function for the System settings procedure.
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Under the Sales tab you need to review the following system settings:

The top system setting should normally be set to Yes. However, if you are using the option
Management accounting and are recording COGS via this, then this system setting should be set to No,
otherwise the COGS will be recorded twice. You can select the price alternative to be used in the
calculation of COGS for P-parts as well as M-parts. The recommended price alternative is Standard price
at delivery.

Read more about the above system settings in the topic Invoicing in the online help function for the
System settings procedure.

Posting matrix
In the Posting matrix procedure you enter accounts which concern posting of COGS when invoicing.
This is entered under the Sales account tab. The system setting Record material cost of goods sold at
invoicingmust be activated. As account forMaterial, the cost account for COGS is normally used. As
account for Stock, the clearing account for delivery is normally entered (this account is debited at
delivery and credited when invoicing). These accounts should be entered for product groups which
concern goods that is stock updated and is delivered to customers. If the option Management
accounting is used and COGS is recorded there, then the accounts below do not have to be entered
here, but is entered in the procedure Register posting method instead.

In this procedure you also enter accounts concerning posting of price differences when linking supplier
invoices. This is entered under the Purchase account tab. The system setting Record price differences
during invoice registrationmust be activated. As account for Purchase, the clearing account for arrival
is normally entered (this account is credited at arrival and debited at invoice registration). As account
for Price difference, the cost account for price differences is normally entered. These accounts should
be entered for product groups concerning material that is stock updated and is purchased from
suppliers.
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Price difference account should be configured for product groups concerning subcontract in cases you
record planned subcontracting cost in WIP. When posting reported subcontracting cost, the price
difference should only be recorded for product groups concerning purchase of goods.
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Here you can also enter accounts concerning posting of direct stock reporting. The system setting Use
cause/posting in the procedure Direct stock reportingmust be set to Cause and posting.

Chart of accounts
In the Chart of account procedure, you should mark Order number for the accounts where the system
should post on the order number in the general ledger as well, for example on balance accounts which
should be reconciled. Specification should be activated for the accounts where you wish the system to
post additional details in the voucher rows in the general ledger, for example part number.

Standard price and calculations
The management accounting is closely connected to the part calculations and the standard prices
calculated in the Manufacturing module. That is why it is important that your company has good
procedures for calculating and updating standard prices for the parts.

The standard price on raw material (purchased parts) is handled slightly different from company to
company. In most cases, you use the purchase price + intake cost, as a guiding value. The purchase
price can be updated in different ways, for example from supplier prices or by running a mean price
calculation based on historical purchases.

The standard price on manufactured parts is normally updated by running a pre-calculation which you
save as standard price. Read more about Calculations under Using MONITOR in the online help
function.
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Register posting method
The Register posting method procedure is essential for Stock accounting and Management accounting.
In this procedure, you define how different types of events should be posted. The system can help you
to create posting methods. The settings will then be configured automatically. This is described below
in the section Create posting method via guide.

Please note! All startup settings and posting methods should be configured together with a
consultant.

Posting of transactions is determined by so-called posting methods. You start by entering a Posting
method (number) and Name. You also configure to which Log the posting method refers. Check the
Active box if the posting method should be active. Inactive posting methods are not used in the Posting
of logs procedure.

As standard you can only register how events that concern stock transactions should be posted. This is
registered for the logs Stock transaction log and Price change log. When using the option Management
accounting, also events that concern work and subcontract on manufacturing orders and calculation
differences will be registered. This is registered for the logsManufacturing order log and Calculation
differences. The optionManagement accounting also allows posting of COGS (cost of goods sold) in the
Invoicing log.

A tip is to let the system check if there are any inaccuracies in the registered posting methods.

Use the button Check posting method on toolbar of the procedure.
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The button Create posting method via guide

By using the button Create posting method via guide you can get help from the system to register

posting methods. This guide is mainly used in connection with start-up of Stock accounting and
Management accounting.

In this guide you enter which accounts should be used for each respective log. The system then creates
automatic posting methods to post all transactions. This way you have a basis to start from and can
later complement the posting methods, if needed. You can also use this guide several times to, for
example, register posting methods per warehouse.

Here you find a description of the settings found in each respective box.
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The Conditions box
Here you enter different types of terms for the posting method. To be able to post the transaction by
the current posting method, the entered terms must be fulfilled.

Please note! It is important that the terms have been correctly registered. Any incorrectly entered
terms might lead to the transaction not being posted or being incorrectly posted. In some cases you
might need several posting methods with almost identical terms. If you for example want to post
arrivals differently depending on part type (purchased or manufactured), you register two posting
methods with the same terms except for the term Part type. You use these different posting methods
when posting arrival of purchased and manufactured parts.

In some cases you might need several posting methods with identical terms. This applies if the same
transaction should generate duplicate or even more postings. An example of this is if you want to post
both standard price and SO mark-up upon arrival, but you want a separate posting for the SO mark-up.
Here it is important that you check the box Allow duplicates for both posting methods. Otherwise, the
system will only post one of these.

In the field Transaction type, you determine to which type of event the posting method refer, for
example Arrival – Purchase order. Part type determines to which part types the posting method
applies. In the field Control method M-part, you select if the posting method should consider if the part
is stock driven or order oriented.

In the Part's basic type field you select for which part types this posting method will apply.

Select Yes in the field Include packaging, if packaging parts should not be posted differently. Otherwise,
you must create separate posting methods for packaging and select Only packaging for these and No
for others (that does not refer to packaging).

In the Event type field, you select which direction the transaction has. If it is an increase or decrease of
the stock. It is important that the event type reflects its posting. For example during stock increase, you
enter the stock account on the debit side in the Posting box. You do not have to create a separate
coding method for stock decrease. Instead you activate the setting Reverse posting on reversed event
type. The system then automatically checks the transaction on the opposite side during stock decrease.
However, if you want different posting depending on whether it is an increase or decrease, you register
these with separate posting methods and uncheck the setting mentioned above.
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The box Value to post
In this box you enter which value/amount should be posted for the current posting method. The fields
available here depend on the log and terms entered for the posting method.

You can for example enter which price alternative for the part should be posted. The price can be
determined separately for purchased and manufactured parts. If you for example in the Management
accounting should post work cost on manufacturing order, you can instead enter Quantity, Price type,
and Cost factors.

You find more information about each respective log in the Posting methods section.

The Other terms box
Here you can enter different types of Other terms for the posting method. To be able to post the
transaction by the current posting method, the entered terms must be fulfilled. Please note! It is
important that the terms have been correctly registered. Any incorrectly entered terms might lead to
the transaction not being posted or being incorrectly posted.

In the Other terms box you can determine different postings depending on for exampleWarehouse,
Product group, Order type, etc. If you have not entered any Other terms, posting will be made.
However, there are certain prerequisites, see example below.

Examples
The company has four warehouses (10, 20, 30, and 40). Warehouse 30 must be posted on separate
accounts which is made in the Other terms box on warehouse 30. Other warehouses should be
posted in a shared way. This is the easiest way to do this is:

Posting method X for warehouse 30:
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Posting method Y for other warehouses:

As you can see above, you do not have to enter other terms for the warehouses 10, 20, and 40. The
system primarily posts using the posting method that corresponds to the entered term (posting
method X above). If there are transactions where the entered term is not fulfilled, it will instead be
posted by posting methods, if any, which do not have this term (posting method Y above). This way
you do not have to create posting methods with selections that "cover" all other warehouses as in
the example above. The example (method) above can also be used when more than one term has
been entered as term/condition on the posting methods.

The Posting box
In this box you enter on which accounts, dimensions, etc. the transactions should be recorded. This is
made for both debit and credit. Please note! The posting must be entered on the "correct" side. To
make sure this is done, you can check what has been entered in the Event type field.

To be able to enter dimensions, the account must have dimensions entered in the Chart of accounts
procedure. I fältet Innehåll anger du Fast "dimension" om du t.ex. vill ange vilket kostnadsställe
transaktionen ska bokföras på (begreppet varierar beroende på vilken typ av dimension raden har,
såsom Fast Kostnadsställe eller Fast Kostnadsbärare). The system can also perform dynamic posting of
dimensions. For example set the part's product group as cost unit or set the work center's department
as cost center. However, this requires that you in advance have registered all product groups as cost
units and all departments as cost centers. Please note! You should select the alternativeMandatory for
the dimensions in the chart of accounts when you perform dynamic posting of dimensions. Otherwise,
the transaction will be booked without for example cost unit, if you have not created a cost unit for the
product group.

Regarding posting on dimensions you can also post based on the row's warehouse. Provided the
Warehouse option is used and you have activated settings for posting of CC, etc. based on warehouse.

If you use the posting dimensions connected to registers (e.g., Part, Product group, Work center,
Department or Employee), there is an automatic posting against the dimension code the transaction
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refers to. In this case, they do not have to be registered as dimension codes in the Dimensions
procedure. There is more information about this in the Dimensions section in the Dimensions
procedure.

The Order number field displays if the account is configured to post on order number. This is especially
suitable to configure on balance accounts to simplify the reconciliation against the general ledger. By
checking the box Specification in the chart of accounts, you will also have a more detailed general
ledger. On the posting method you can then enter that the part number should be transferred to the
specification field in the general ledger.

In the Posting methods section, you find information about what to consider when registering posting
methods for different logs.

Posting methods
Here you find examples and tips on how to register posting methods for different logs.

Posting method for stock transaction log
To be able to post/record all stock transactions, you must register posting methods for stock
transaction log. These posting methods handle the following stages of the flow (items 1-8 below):

The value that is recorded in this log is: Balance change × selected price alternative.

In the table below you find an example of how to create posting methods for stock transactions
according to the numbered arrows above. In the example, posting of standard prices are applied as
well as SO mark-up for purchased parts. Separate stock accounts are used for purchased and
manufactured parts. Which stock account will be used is determined by the Part type. However, it is
possible to use other fields for the part to determine this. If you have a shared stock account, the
number of registered posting methods can practically be reduced by 50%. However, if you have many
stock accounts due to warehouses, you need to increase the number of posting methods. There should
be one flow per warehouse/stock account. This can be solved by using warehouse as Other terms on
the posting methods.
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Posting method for direct stock reporting
This transaction type (item 1 and 6 above) differs from other transaction types in the stock
transaction log. For this reporting type you can determine if the posting should be loaded from the
posting method or from the posting that was entered at the time of the reporting. Reporting of
withdrawals and returns of tools is also handled using this posting method (Tools & Maintenance is
an option). This is determined by the system setting below which is found under the Accounting tab:

If you select Posting matrix, the posting entered at the time of the reporting will be loaded. This is
the most common method to use. The setting below, found under the Stock tab, must also be set to
Cause and posting in order for this to work.

When the setting above has been configured, you enter the default posting for these in the Posting
matrix procedure, under the Direct stock reporting tab. Read more about this in the section called
Startup settings.

Posting method for calculation parts of standard price on purchased parts
In the field Price alternative for purchased part, you can select how expenses for purchased parts
should be posted. For the different posting methods, you can choose if the price alternative should
be set to Standard price excluding expenses or just Expenses. Please note! If no calculation exists for
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the part, the system will post zero in value. Therefore, it is especially important that the purchased
parts have a standard price calculation when these price alternatives are used.

Posting method for calculation parts of standard price on manufactured parts
If calculation parts of standard price are set to be posted in the field called Price alternative for
manufactured part (for example material cost, processing cost), the value that is being posted is
loaded from the calculation register for the part. Please note! If no calculation exists for the part, the
system will post zero in value. Therefore, it is especially important that the manufactured parts have
a standard price calculation when these price alternatives are used.

In the system setting below, found under the Accounting tab, you can choose if the values should be
loaded from Current calculation or Current calculation at time of reporting.

The alternative Current is recommended if performance problems occur when posting stock
transaction log in the Posting of logs procedure.

Posting method for Product configurator
If you use the Product configurator option, the following value is recorded when posting the
transaction types Transfer to stock to finished stock (4) and Delivery – Customer order (7): Balance
change × standard price or calculation part from the configured calculation.

When an order (customer order/manufacturing order) is configured, a standard price and calculation
which are unique for this order are saved. When using the product configurator, this calculation is
recorded instead of the standard price calculation in the Part register.

Posting method for Remote configuration (sales company)
If you use the Product configurator option, the following value is recorded when posting the
transaction types Arrival – Purchase order and Delivery – Customer order in the sales company:
Balance change x standard price saved on the order row.

It’s only the price alternative Standard price that posts the standard price from the order row, which
is why it’s important to use this price alternative for these transactions. During remote configuration
a calculation for the order row is not saved in the sales company. Only the standard price is saved,
and the calculation itself is only saved in the production company.

Posting method for price change log
If parts in stock get new standard prices, the part's entire balance will be based on the new standard
price. The change in stock must be adjusted in the accounting. Therefore, you must register coding
methods for this purpose (item 9 and 10 below).
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The recorded value regarding changes in stock is normally: (New standard price – previous standard
price) × stock balance

Since standard price changes also might affect the WIP value, an adjustment of the WIP value is made
in the accounting (item 11 above).

The recorded value regarding adjustment of WIP value is normally: (WIP balance – "To stock" balance)
× (new standard price – previous standard price)

In the table below you find an example of how to update posting methods for price change log
according to the numbered arrows above. In the example, posting of standard prices are applied as
well as SO mark-up for purchased parts. Separate stock accounts are used for purchased and
manufactured parts. In the Part type field you select if the part is purchased, manufactured, or
fictitious.

Posting method for standard price change WIP
In addition to the option Management accounting, the setting below, found under the Stock tab,
must also be activated in order for item 11 to be posted.

Posting method for manufacturing order log (Management accounting)
In this log, the processing cost and subcontracting cost on manufacturing orders are recorded. This also
applies to subcontracting cost reported in the Report subcontract cost procedure. These posting
methods handle the following stages of the flow (items 12-13 below):
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The recorded value regarding transaction type Processing cost (12) above is the reporting's:

Time (setup time+unit time) × hourly cost for the work center

Regarding the time above, you can in the Quantity field choose the following alternatives:

Reported time – When you select this alternative, the work will be recorded according to the
operation’s actual reported time. When the order is reported as finished, a calculation
difference regarding work may occur. This is then posted in the separate log for calculation
differences.

Planned time for reported quantity – When you select this alternative, the work will be
recorded according to the operation’s planned time for the quantity that has been reported. In
this case, no calculation difference will occur regarding work when the order is reported as
finished.

Tip!

You will also find the alternatives mentioned above in theWIP value procedure. Make sure that
the same alternatives are used on both places during reconciliation.

In the Cost factors field, you enter the hourly cost that should be used. That is, which cost factor(s)
should be included in the value that should be posted. In MONITOR you find up to three different cost
factors that can be used. These can for example be divided into Direct salary expenses, Machine costs,
and Manufacturing overhead. If you want to separate the cost for these (offset account for the WIP
account), you must register more posting methods for the same reporting. This is made by using the
same terms on these posting methods. However, Allow duplicatesmust be marked. You should also
enter different cost factors and cost accounts for these posting methods.

For the transaction type Processing, you also select Price type. The available options are Reported and
Current. Reported refers to the hourly cost that applied at the time of the reporting. Current refers to
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the current hourly cost for the work center. Here you should also make sure that the same alternative
is used in theWIP value procedure.

The recorded value regarding transaction type Subcontract (13) above is one of the following
alternatives (entered in the Quantity field):

Reported cost – The actual subcontracting cost will be recorded according to the invoice price
on the linked invoice that refers to subcontract purchase. For suppliers/work centers where the
invoice is not linked, the price will instead be recorded from the purchase order in connection
with the arrival reporting.

Planned cost for reported quantity – The planned subcontracting cost will be recorded
according to the price on the purchase order in connection with the arrival reporting. Please
note the following for planned setup cost: For subcontract, the entire planned setup cost will be
created in connection with the reporting of the first quantity.

Tip!

You will also find the alternatives mentioned above in theWIP value procedure. Make sure that
the same alternatives are used on both places during reconciliation.

If you also want to valuate subcontracting cost including SC Mark-up, then you also need to create
duplicates to the above-mentioned price alternative where you select one of the alternatives:

Reported SC mark-up

Planned SC mark-up

Planned cost before invoice has been linked
This setting is only available forManufacturing order log and transaction type Subcontract. The
quantity must also be set to Reported cost or Reported SC mark-up. If this setting is activated, the
system books the planned cost upon arrival. The cost can be adjusted when the supplier invoice is
linked, that is, when the actual cost is known.

In the table below you find an example of how to create posting methods for manufacturing order log
according to the numbered arrows above. In the example, separate posting is applied for work cost and
cost factor. The subcontracting cost is posted according to reported cost including SC mark-up.

Posting method for calculation differences (Management accounting)
The calculation difference is recorded when the manufacturing order is final reported (receives status
9) in the Final reporting procedure in the Manufacturing module. These posting methods handles the
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following stages of the flow (item 14 below):

The calculation difference refers to the difference between the planned (pre-calculated) cost to
manufacture one part and the reported (post-calculated) cost. The difference between these is
recorded on the WIP account with offset account for calculation differences. There are two different
ways to record these calculation differences:

Total calculation difference – By using this alternative, only the total calculation difference for
the order will be recorded. No separate calculation per calculation part will be made. This way to
calculate calculation differences is only based on postings made on the WIP account for the
current order. When the order is final reported, all postings made on the WIP account are
totaled. A booking will be created on the WIP account and the calculation difference account,
which makes the WIP value on the order zero.

Separate calculation difference – By using this alternative, you will see the separate calculation
difference per calculation part (material, work, subcontract, etc.). Here you must create multiple
coding methods, one per calculation part. You must also check the box Allow duplicates. The
calculation differences are determined by calculating the order's reported values per calculation
part, and comparing these with the corresponding values in the standard price calculation (pre-
calculated standard price).

For the calculation difference log you see warnings in the Posting box if incorrect account type has
been selected for debit and credit.

In the table below you find two examples of how to update posting methods for calculation difference.
In the first example, only the total calculation difference per order is recorded. In the second example,
the separate calculation difference is recorded. The processing cost is shown with calculation
difference per cost factor.
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Read more about calculation differences in the section Final reporting of orders and calculation
differences.

Posting method for invoicing log (Management accounting)
The invoicing log is recorded when the customer invoice is approved in the Review/Approve invoice
procedure. These transactions can also be posted in the regular invoicing journal. However, by using
Management accounting it is possible to determine the posting by using multiple terms. COGS (cost of
goods sold) can also be recorded separated per calculation part. These posting methods handles the
following stages of the flow (item 15 below):

During COGS, the sold goods' pre-calculated manufacturing cost (standard price) is recorded. If you
post COGS by using Management accounting, this can be made in detail (separated per calculation
part). COGS is normally posted on cost account with offset account clearing account delivery.

For the transaction type COGS, you also select Price type. You can choose one of the following
alternatives Price at delivery and Price when invoicing. Price at delivery is recommended to make sure
the same value is recorded during invoicing and delivery.

In the table below you find two examples of how to update posting methods for COGS. In the first
example, only the total COGS is recorded. In the second example, the separate COGS is recorded per
calculation part. The processing cost is also separated with COGS per cost factor:
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In this log you can also record income. This is intended for special cases. When for example you want to
determine posting of income in a more advanced way than in the posting matrix.

Product configurator
When you have installed the option Product configurator, the value that should be posted for COGS
is loaded from the configured part's standard price/calculation. When a customer order is
configured, a standard price and calculation which are unique for this order are saved.

Remote configuation (sales company)
When using the Product configurator option, the value for what will be posted for the transaction
type COGS is loaded from the customer order row’s configured standard price in the sales company.
When an order is remotely configured, a unique standard price is saved for this order row (although
no calculation is saved, as this is only saved in the production company).

It’s only the price alternative Standard price that posts the standard price from the order row, which
is why it’s important to use this price alternative for these transactions.
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Posting method list
In the Posting method list procedure you can create lists of existing posting methods. In this procedure
you see the coding methods that are registered in the system. You can also search, sort, and filter the
list. It is also possible to update some information about the posting methods. The list can be loaded
using different presentations and list types.

Posting of logs
In the Posting of logs procedure, you post transactions that should be recorded via Stock accounting
and Management accounting. It is also possible to automatically post and record the transactions in the
accounting (using scheduling).

Manual posting
When you start using Stock accounting or Management accounting, we recommend that you manually
run the posting. This is made in the top box of the procedure. The first time you post you need to enter
a from date in the Post from column for each log.

Click the Run button in order to execute the posting.

A message appears when the posting is made. The posting result can then be checked and printed in
the Print log journal procedure. You can also see and check the postings in the Search management
accounting procedure. This is made by selecting the alternative Not approved journals at the bottom of
the Selection tab.

When you have approved and transferred the first journal to the accounting, the Post from field will be
deactivated. The system automatically recognizes from when the posting has to be done. This is done
to find all transactions which are not yet recorded so that they can be posted.
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When you have run the logs from a date, you must check if records are added to you in journals from
last month. Please note! These must be approved without integration.

Invalid postings
In connection to the posting, some transactions might not be possible to post. When transactions
cannot be posted, a message appears.

A list of these transactions can be printed in the Print log journal procedure, under the Warnings tab.
You might need to adjust/create new posting methods to be able to fix the error. This can be the case
when, for example, basic data for parts has incorrect product groups, part codes, etc. You must then
adjust the error and run a new posting of logs to see if the result is OK. Read more aboutWarnings in
the section Print log journal.

Scheduling
Scheduling can be made for:

Posting of logs

Approve log journal (transfer to the accounting)
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Posting of logs
You can configure automatic posting of all logs in Stock accounting and Management accounting. This is
made in the Scheduling box. Check the box Active on the row called Posting of logs. In the right box
Posting of logs, you enter if the posting should be made at given times via Schedule or on certain Time
intervals.

Please note!

To avoid overloading the server, we recommend that you do not run posting of logs more than
necessary. This is especially important if the company has many transactions.

Approve log journal
When the logs are posted, the journals must be approved in order for the transactions to be recorded
in the accounting. You can schedule approval of log journals in the same way as for posting of logs. This
means that you do not have to use the Print log journal procedure. The transactions will be recorded in
the accounting without printing a journal. Check the box Active on the row called Approve log journal.
In the Approve log journal box to the right, you enter if the journal should be approved at given times
via Schedule or on certain Time intervals.

Tip!

Please note! One voucher per log will be created in connection to each scheduled approval. If
you do not want to have many voucher each day, the scheduling should not be set too
frequently.

Automatic approval of log journals is not made for:

Invalid postings (posting methods missing for the transaction)

Transactions that belong to a closed/locked accounting period or voucher number series.

Posting that contains incorrect/blocked accounts, dimensions

Notification and logging
You can activate logging for scheduling. This way you can, at a later time, view historical scheduling and
also see statistics.

You can also activate notifications for scheduling.

The system can then send messages to selected users/roles/groups if, for example, transactions are
found that cannot be posted.
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These notifications can also be opened in the message center in Monitor G5.

Print log journal
This procedure is used to print and approve log journals. When the journal is approved, it will be
recorded in the accounting. The journals are available as different list types. It is also possible to
approve the journals without printing them. This is done by clicking Load and then clicking the button
Approve. In connection with approval of the journals, the transactions will be recorded in the
accounting. To automate approval of journals, you can also schedule this in the procedure Posting of
logs.

At the very bottom of the Selection tab, you can see information regarding how many transactions are
available to approve per log. It is also possible to see how many transactions contain incorrect posting.
These transactions are not shown in the journal but under theWarnings tab.

If you have transactions in more than one accounting period, the system will automatically separate
these journals per accounting period.

Voucher number series and integration
Each journal type is recorded in a separate voucher number series. A setting for this is configured in the
Voucher number series/Journals procedure. The journal contains a detailed journal showing posting per
transaction, and it also contains a total accounting order which totals the entire journal per
account/dimension/transaction type/order number/specification. It is the total accounting order which
forms the voucher in the accounting.
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The Warnings tab
Records which cannot be posted (where posting method is missing for the transaction) are shown
under theWarnings tab. The error code informs about the primary cause of why the transaction could
not be posted. What causes the warning is shown in red text.

The following warnings can be issued:

Warning When does this warning appear? Action

1. Transaction
type is missing
in posting
method

This is shown when there is a transaction
where posting method for this
transaction type is not registered.

Register a posting method for this
Transaction type in the procedure
Register posting method.

2. Part type is
missing in
posting method

This is shown when transaction type
exists for the posting method, but there
is no posting method with the part type
concerned by the transaction.

Check which part type the transaction
concerns and check if there is a posting
method that handles this part type in the
Part type field in the Register posting
method procedure. If the part on the
other hand has got an incorrect part
type, you correct this in the Part register.

3. Control
method is
missing

This is shown when transaction type and
part type exist for the posting method,
but there is no posting method
containing the control method for the M-
part which the transaction concerns.

Check which control method the M-part
transaction concerns, and check that
there are posting methods which handle
this control method in the field Control
method M-part.

4. Setting for
packaging part
is missing

This is shown when transaction type,
part type, and control method, exist for
the posting method, but there is no
posting method which handles the
setting Include packaging.

Check if the transaction concerns
packaging. If so, the existing posting
methods must be changed so they also
handle packaging. This is done by
selecting Yes for the setting Include
packaging. If packaging should be
separately posted, you have to register a
separate posting method for packaging
and choose Only packaging in the setting
Include packaging.
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Warning When does this warning appear? Action

5. Event type is
missing in
posting method

This is shown when transaction type,
part type, control method, and include
packaging, exist for the posting method,
but there is no posting method which
handles the event type which is
concerned by the transaction.

Check which event type the transaction
concerns, for example stock increase or
stock decrease. Check the posting
method for the transaction type in
question. Perhaps you have by mistake
unchecked the setting Reverse posting on
reversed event type?

6.
Manufacturing
order is not
posted in full

This is shown when transaction type,
part type, control method, include
packaging, and event type, exist for the
posting method, but the manufacturing
order has not been posted regarding
stock transaction log, manufacturing
order log, and/or price change log.

Make sure the posting of stock
transaction log, manufacturing order log,
and price change log, has been posted
regarding the manufacturing order in
question. Otherwise it is not possible to
calculate the calculation difference.

7. Other term is
missing in
posting method

This is shown when transaction type,
part type, control method, include
packaging, and event type, exists for the
posting method. Manufacturing order
has posting concerning stock transaction
log, manufacturing order log, and/or
price change log, but there is no posting
method which handles what has been
entered as Other terms for the posting
method.

The transaction has a term which does
not exist among the terms you have
entered in the posting method for the
transaction type in question under Other
terms. Complement the posting method
so the terms is included in the Other
term. It might also be an incorrect
product group etc. for a part which
needs to be corrected in the Part
register.

Tip!

When you have attended to the warnings, you need to do a new posting of logs before it will
affect the journal.

Suggested posting method
In the column Suggested posting method, the system shows which posting method is "best match"
to post the transaction. This information can be useful if you want to find incorrect settings for
posting methods. It is also possible to go to Register posting method via link, to check how the
posting method is registered. Maybe you need to adjust this posting method or register a similar
posting method which takes care of the record which did not become posted.
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Please note! You can add more columns under the Warnings tab via the buttonMore info, for
example Product group, Part code, and Part category. This can provide you with additional help to
for example find the cause of warnings which have to do with other terms that do not match.

Do not post

By marking the Do not post setting and saving, the transaction will not be recorded. This function
should be used with caution since incorrect use of the Do not post setting, can cause differences
between logs and balances in the accounting.

Search stock accounting/Search management accounting
In the procedure Search stock accounting/Search management accounting, you can search for
transactions in the stock accounting and/or management accounting and get the result presented in a
detailed or a total list. You can find which transactions have been made during a specific time period
for a selection of orders, accounts, parts, etc. It is also possible to include transactions which have not
yet been approved, that is, transactions waiting for approval in the Print log journal procedure.

Transactions which have not yet been approved and transferred to the accounting, are shown in italics
in the list.

Please note! This procedure gathers data from many logs. The list might take time to load if you
do not make any selections.
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Reconciliation
At each monthly statement you should reconcile certain balance accounts in the accounting, that is,
you should make sure the balance on the account in the accounting matches the corresponding value
in the system. For Stock accounting and Management accounting, the following reconciliations should
be made:

Stock value – Stock account

Invoice basis – Purchase – Clearing account for arrival

Invoice basis – Sales – Clearing account for delivery

When using Management accounting, you should also reconcile the following account:

WIP value – WIP account

Reconciliation of stock value
Here you reconcile the stock value in the Stock value procedure with the booked balance on stock
accounts in the accounting module. You use the list type Reconciliation in the Stock value procedure for
this reconciliation.

At the bottom of the window you see the stock account's closing balance at the end of the selected
period. This is compared with the corresponding value of the stock value list. A comparison is made
between the stock change and the corresponding recorded change in the accounting. This is made for
the selected time period. This information is shown as a total per part and helps you to see which parts
causes differences, if any.

If you have several stock accounts, you should reconcile one stock account at a time. The stock account
is entered under settings below.

Then enter the period to reconcile in the field Reconciliation period. If it is the raw material stock you
want to reconcile, and SO mark-up is handled for Purchased parts, the you might also need to check
the setting Include SO mark-up.

In the upper part you enter the selection of the parts you wish to include in the stock reconciliation:
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Here it is important to do a selection corresponding to the parts recorded on the stock account entered
under Settings in the Account field. If you for example want to reconcile the account for raw material
stock, it might be good to select by the part type Purchased parts. If you want to reconcile a stock
account which corresponds to a certain warehouse it means you also have to choose warehouse on the
toolbar. You might also have to do a selection using other terms, such as product group or part code, in
cases where the posting is determined with the help of these terms when posting on the stock account
in question.

In the Reconciliation box you will see opening stock value and closing stock value for the period and
also its change. This is compared to the recorded change. If there is a difference, details can be shown
in the Log box.

In the Log box you see a detailed log for the part which is marked. Here you can see, on transaction
level, if the log record has a difference and you can in that case also see the cause of the difference.

In the Summary box you will for example see the stock value at the end of the period and the balance
on the stock account.
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Manual reconciliation via historical balance alternative
The following applies if you wish to do a manual reconciliation of stock value against the accounting
in list type Detailed or Total, and at a certain date in past time in the procedure Stock value. Use the
Balance alternative called Historical balance (actual date).

Also check the setting Historical price under price alternative for purchased and manufactured parts.

Reconciliation of WIP value
Here you reconcile the value in theWIP value procedure in the Stock module, with the booked balance
on the WIP account in the Accounting module. You use the list type Reconciliation in the procedure
WIP value for this reconciliation.

At the bottom of the list you see the closing balance on the WIP account at the end of a period. This is
compared with the corresponding WIP value. A comparison is made between the WIP change and the
corresponding recorded change in the accounting. This is made for the selected time period. This
information is shown as a total per order and helps you to see which orders cause differences, if any.

If you have several WIP accounts, you should reconcile one WIP account at a time. You enter the PIA
account under the settings below.

Here it is important to do a selection corresponding to the orders recorded on the WIP account entered
under Settings in the Account field. If you want to reconcile a WIP account which corresponds to a
certain warehouse it means you need to choose warehouse on the toolbar. You might also have to do a
selection using other terms, such as order type or project, in cases where the posting is determined by
these terms when posting on the WIP account in question.

Then enter the period to reconcile in the field Reconciliation period. With the setting Only show orders
with a difference you decide if only orders with a difference should be included in the list. With the
setting Include not approved journals you decide if journals which are not yet approved, should be
included in the list. With the setting Show configured parts you decide if configured parts should be
shown in the list. Please note! The system does not support reconciliation of WIP value of configured
parts. The Product configurator is an option you can add to the system.

In the upper part you enter the selection of the orders you want to include in the WIP reconciliation:
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In the section Internal operations, the settings should correspond to the settings you made for posting
of processing in the manufacturing order log in the procedure Register posting method.

In the section Subcontracts, the settings should correspond to the settings you made for posting of
subcontract in the manufacturing order log in the procedure Register posting method. If the setting
Planned cost before invoice has been linked is activated, the system books the planned cost upon arrival
and the cost is adjusted when the supplier invoice is linked, that is, when the actual cost is known.

In the Reconciliation box you will see opening WIP value and closing WIP value for the period, and also
its change. This is compared to the recorded change. If there is a difference, details can be shown in the
Log box.

In the Log box you see a detailed log for the orders which is marked. Here you can see, on transaction
level, if the log record has a difference and you can in that case also see the cause of the difference.

In the Summary box you will for example see the stock value at the end of the period and the balance
on the WIP account.

The list will by default included orders with the status In progress (3), which is the normal valuation
method. Please note! Manufacturing orders need to be final reported to give the finished orders the
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calculation difference and the final offset posting of the WIP value to be posted. If these manufacturing
orders are not final reported, then they will remain as WIP value in the accounting and cause a
difference against the list type WIP value. Read more about this in the section Final reporting of orders
and calculation differences.

Reconcile invoice basis – purchase
Here you reconcile what is arrival reported but not linked to invoice (Invoice basis – Purchase), against
the booked balance on the clearing account for arrival in the Accounting module. The clearing account
is credited in connection with arrival and is debited in connection with linking the supplier invoice.
Normally, posting is made at standard price. The clearing account which should be reconciled should be
entered on the Account row under the Selection tab. Then choose the Price alternative called Historical
standard price. If purchased parts are valuated including SO, then you should also activate the setting
Include SO for P-parts. Then enter which date should be reconciled. This is done by selecting Historical
balance (actual date) for the setting Valuation time.

You then reconcile the value in the list with the recorded balance on the account in the accounting.

If differences occur, you can reconcile this list (total per order) with the "open" orders on the account
in the accounting in the list called Reconciliation of open entries in the Voucher list procedure.

If you are using the option Management accounting, then you can also use the list to reconcile the
clearing account for subcontract. Please note! This is only possible if subcontracts are valued at Planned
time for reported quantity or if the setting Planned cost before invoice has been linked is checked when
valuation takes place for Reported cost. You find the setting regarding posting of subcontracts in the
procedure Register posting method. It is posting methods with transaction type subcontract for the
manufacturing order log that are concerned.

If you delete an invoice basis, no automatic accounting adjustment will be made, which can
cause differences between this list and the balance on the clearing account.

Reconcile invoice basis – sales
Here you reconcile what is delivery reported but not invoiced (Invoice basis – Sales), against the
booked balance on the clearing account for delivery in the Accounting module. The clearing account is
debited in connection with delivery and is credited in connection with invoicing. Normally, posting is
made at standard price. The clearing account which should be reconciled should be entered on the
Account row under the Selection tab. Then choose the Price alternative called Historical standard price.
If purchased parts are valuated including SO, then you should also activate the setting Include SO for P-
parts. Then enter which date should be reconciled. This is done by selecting Historical balance (actual
date) for the setting Valuation time.

You then reconcile the value in the list with the recorded balance on the account in the accounting.
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If differences occur, you can reconcile this list (total per order) with the "open" orders on the account
in the accounting in the list called Reconciliation of open entries in the Voucher list procedure.

Reconciliation of open entries in Voucher list
You use the Voucher list procedure in the Accounting module to reconcile open records. If you in the
Chart of accounts procedure have activated posting on order number on the balance accounts, you can
in this list find which records in the accounting have a balance left on the account per order. Use the
list type Reconciliation of open entries with the presentation Total by order number. Then select by
account and enter to which voucher date reconciliation should be made. You can manually match this
list for example with invoice basis, WIP value, and so on.

Other things to consider
Below you find a number of items which might be good to keep in mind. For example pitfalls to avoid.

Manual notation of standard price on order/invoice rows
On customer order rows and invoice rows, there is a function where you can manually edit the
standard price on the row.
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On parts which are not stock updated, it is recommended that you do not use this function. This might
cause a difference on the clearing account for delivery in cases where COGS is recorded in the
customer invoice journal in the Sales module.

Undo delivery reporting/Undo arrival reporting
Under certain circumstances, a difference can occur on the clearing account for delivery/arrival. This
happens when the reporting is done in the following order:

1. Order is delivered

2. Part gets new standard price

3. Delivery is undone

At item 1, the part is posted at standard price on the stock account and the clearing account.

At item 2, the system adjust the stock account according to the price adjustment with the offset
account standard price change.

At item 3, the part is posted back on the stock account and the clearing account, but with the now
applied standard price. This will not cause a difference in the stock account, but in the clearing account.
This is because the clearing account was debited according to one price and was credited according to
another price. This difference corresponds to the standard price change. Before there is system support
to handle this, it is recommended to manually post this difference on the account for standard price
changes.

Dynamic posting of dimensions (cost center, cost unit, etc.)
For posting methods it is possible to enter a dynamic posting on cost center etc. For example that the
part's product group should be posted as cost center as seen below:
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This requires that you also have registered a cost center per product group. It is not enough that the
product groups are registered. The code of the product group must also be registered as cost center. If
this has not been done, the system will post the transaction without cost center, without any signal of
this. To prevent this, it is recommended to configure it mandatory to enter cost center for the account.
This is done in the procedure Chart of accounts. In that case, the transaction will get stuck in the
journal and cannot be approved before the cost center is registered.

There is another pitfall which might occur when you book cost center/cost unit via the part's product
group, part code, etc. If this is done on balance accounts, for example the stock account, then no
automatic adjustment will be made in the accounting if you change product group etc. for the part.
Such a correction has to be made manually in the accounting.

Final reporting of manufacturing order and calculation differences
When the option Management accounting is used, you need to final report manufacturing orders for
the order to get status 9 (Historical) and for the calculation of difference to run. In connection with this
booking, the remaining value will be removed from the WIP account, and is instead posted on
account/accounts for calculation differences. Final reporting of orders is made in the Final reporting
procedure in the Manufacturing module. Under Settings, under the Selection tab, it is also possible to
enter a Final reporting date to decide which date the calculation difference should be recorded.

The list also shows warnings regarding reporting items which are not completed. Pay extra attention to
reporting items regarding subcontract where no supplier invoice is linked. If you want to link the
supplier invoice to the purchase order, then you cannot final report the manufacturing order.

Change status back from Historical on manufacturing order
It is possible to change the status of a final reported manufacturing order. This is useful if you for
example need to adjust reporting items after the order has been final reported and the calculation
difference is booked. If you have changed the status back, it is important to do the necessary
adjustments as soon as possible, and then final report the order again. The system will then perform a
new calculation of differences, and records this taking the earlier calculation of difference into
consideration.

Example of posting of the reporting flow
Below you find an example of how the posting can be made. In the example you see how the posting is
made in different parts of the flow – from material purchase and manufacturing, to delivery and sales.

Below you find two different examples, where Management accounting is used in one example. In the
other example, only Stock accounting is used.

Management accounting
The prerequisites in this example:

Company currency = SEK

Valuation principle = Standard price

SO mark-up is used on purchased parts and SC mark-up is used on subcontracting parts.
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Cost factor 1 = Direct salary

Cost factor 2 = Machine cost

Valuation of work in WIP is made using reported cost.

Valuation of subcontract in WIP is made using reported cost. No valuation of arrival is made.

Total calculation difference is recorded on manufacturing order

COGS is recorded on the entire standard price

Pre-calculation on manufactured part T-123

Swedish chart of accounts:
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Events

The following events are posted in the example below. Please note! This example applies to
Management accounting.
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These events are posted according to the following:

Example of postings in the Management accounting.
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Stock accounting
The prerequisites in this example:

Company currency = SEK

Valuation principle = Standard price

SO mark-up is used on purchased parts

Subcontract invoice is recorded on WIP account using reported cost

COGS is recorded on the entire goods' standard price

WIP value change is recorded manually once a month based on the WIP value list

Pre-calculation on part T-123:

Swedish chart of accounts:
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Events

The following events are posted in the example below. Please note! This example applies to Stock
accounting.

These events are posted according to the following:
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Example of postings in the Stock accounting.
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